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AN ASYMPTOTIC EQUIPARTITION PROPERTY FOR
MEASURES ON MODEL SPACES
TIM AUSTIN
ABSTRACT. Let G be a sofic group, and let Σ “ pσnqně1 be a sofic
approximation to it. For a probability-preserving G-system, a variant
of the sofic entropy relative to Σ has recently been defined in terms of
sequences of measures on its model spaces that ‘converge’ to the system
in a certain sense. Here we prove that, in order to study this notion,
one may restrict attention to those sequences that have the asymptotic
equipartition property. This may be seen as a relative of the Shannon–
McMillan theorem in the sofic setting.
We also give some first applications of this result, including a new for-
mula for the sofic entropy of a pGˆHq-system obtained by co-induction
from a G-system, whereH is any other infinite sofic group.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a countable sofic group, and let
Σ “
`
σn : G ÝÑ SympVnq
˘
ně1
be a sofic approximation to it.
A G-system is a triple pX, µ, T q in which pX, µq is a standard probabil-
ity space and T “ pT gqgPG is a µ-preserving measurable action of G on
X . Using the sofic approximation Σ, one can construct an isomorphism-
invariant of pX, µ, T q called its sofic entropy. It is denoted by hΣpµ, T q.
It was introduced by Lewis Bowen in [5] under some extra conditions and
then made fully general in [12, 13]. It solves various classic problems in
ergodic theory, such as distinguishing Bernoulli shifts of unequal base en-
tropy over many natural discrete groups [5, 11]. Bowen’s recent survey [3]
gives a thorough introduction to this invariant and explains many directions
of current research.
A G-process is a G-system of the form pXG, µ, Sq, where X is another
standard measurable space, S is the left coordinate-shift action ofG on XG,
and µ P ProbpXGq is shift-invariant. A metric G-process is a quadruple
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pXG, µ, S, dq consisting of aG-process and a compact metric d on X which
generates the σ-algebra of X as its Borel sets.
Following [1], we use a definition of sofic entropy which initially ap-
plies only to metric G-processes, and is then extended to other systems by
isomorphism-invariance. For a metric G-process pXG, µ, S, dq, sofic en-
tropy is defined in terms the spaces X Vn , and is abbreviated to hΣpµq. For
each element of X Vn , one defines an empirical distribution on XG by a kind
of ‘pulling back’ under σn. An element of X
Vn is a ‘good model’ for µ if
its empirical distribution is close to µ in the weak˚ topology of ProbpXGq,
where XG has the product topology resulting from d. Loosely, the sofic
entropy hΣpµq is defined as the exponential growth rate of the sizes of the
sets of these good models. Here ‘size’ refers to cardinality if X is finite and
to small-radius covering numbers if pX , dq is compact but not finite.
Starting with [6] and [1], more recent works have considered variants of
the sofic entropy which are defined in terms of sequences of measures on
the spaces X Vn that ‘converge’ in a certain sense to the process µ. In partic-
ular, [1] discussed several notions of convergence for these measures, and
showed how they play a role in determining when sofic entropy is additive
under forming Cartesian products of systems.
The key variant of sofic entropy which appears in [1] is ‘model measure
sofic entropy’, denoted here by hmΣ pµq. This relies on a notion of conver-
gence for a sequence µn P ProbpX
Vnq to a process µ which in that paper is
called ‘doubly quenched’ convergence.
In the present paper we consider this notion again. However, here we use
a different terminology for this mode of convergence. We call it ‘local and
doubly empirical’ or ‘LDE’ convergence, and denote it by µn
lde
ÝÑ µ. We
propose this name change because the name ‘quenched convergence’ could
create a serious conflict with older uses of the word ‘quenched’ in statistical
physics: this is explained further in Section 2. Unfortunately this possible
conflict did not occur to the author at the time of writing [1]. Because of
this name change, our notation hmΣ also differs from [1]: in that paper this
quantity is denoted by ‘h
dq
Σ ’.
The present paper also uses the notion of local weak˚ convergence, de-
noted by µn
lw˚
ÝÑ µ, which is weaker than LDE convergence. This also
played a role in [1], but it has an older history in probability theory.
The definitions of these modes of convergence and of model-measure
sofic entropy are recalled in Section 2.
1.1. The asymptotic equipartition property. Our first main result is that
one obtains the same value for hmΣ pµq if one uses only sequences µn which
satisfy the asymptotic equipartition property (‘AEP’) of information theory.
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The Shannon–McMillan theorem provides a similar conclusion for the finite
marginals of a Z-process, but this similarity is rather superficial: in our
setting there is generally no canonical choice of a convergent sequence of
measures, and we allow ourselves to change the sequence in order to secure
the AEP.
To explain the result precisely, suppose first that pXG, µ, Sq is aG-process
withX finite. Let µn be any sequence of probability measures on the spaces
X Vn , and let h P r0,8q. The sequence pµnqn has the asymptotic equipar-
tition property, or AEP, with rate h if
µn
 
x P X Vn : e´h|Vn|´ε|Vn| ă µntxu ă e
´h|Vn|`ε|Vn|
(
ÝÑ 1
as n ÝÑ 8 @ε ą 0.
Some processes cannot be represented using a finite state space, so those
require a generalization of this notion. The simplest approach uses finite
measurable partitions of the state space X , via the following auxiliary def-
inition. For any measurable space X , probability measure µ on X , finite
measurable partition P of X , and ε ą 0, we define
covεpµ;Pq “ min
!
|P1| : P1 Ď P and µ
´ď
P1
¯
ą 1´ ε
)
.
This reduces to the ε-covering number covεpµq in case X is finite and P is
the partition into singletons.
Now consider a shift-invariant measure µ onXG for an arbitrary standard
measurable space X , fix a finite measurable partition P of X , and let µn be
a sequence of members of ProbpX Vnq as before. For each n, let PVn be the
partition of X Vn into products of cells of P . The sequence pµnqn has the
AEP rel P with rate h if
µn
´ď 
C P PVn : e´h|Vn|´ε|Vn| ă µnpCq ă e
´h|Vn|`ε|Vn|
(¯
ÝÑ 1
as n ÝÑ 8 @ε ą 0.
This reduces to the previous definition if X is finite and P is the partition
into singletons.
Theorem A. Let pXG, µ, S, dq be a metric G-process, let P be a finite
measurable partition of X , and let νn P ProbpX
Vnq be a sequence such
that
i) νn
lde
ÝÑ µ, and
ii) we have
1
|Vn|
log covεpνn;P
Vnq ÝÑ h
as n ÝÑ 8 and then ε Ó 0.
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Then there is another sequence µn P ProbpX
Vnq which has the same two
properties and also has the AEP rel P with rate h.
This is proved in Section 4, following two introductory sections. In fact
we prove a slightly stronger and more precise variant of this theorem: see
Theorem 4.1 below.
1.2. A new formula for model-measure sofic entropy. Let pXG, µ, S, dq
be a metric G-process. Using Theorem A, we can prove a new formula for
hmΣ pµq in terms of finite partitions of X and associated Shannon entropies.
To do this for a general space pX , dq, we must now allow a whole family
P of Borel partitions of X , and insist that this family is compatible with d
in the following two ways:
Pi) For every δ ą 0 there exists P P P all of whose cells have diameter
less than δ.
Pii) Let µe be the marginal of µ at the identity element e ofG. If P P P,
then every cell C P P is a continuity set for the marginal µe: that is,
µepBCq “ µtx P X
G : xe P BCu “ 0.
For example, if pX , dq is totally disconnected (such as an abstract Cantor
set), then one may take P to consist of all partitions into subsets that are
both closed and open. For a general compact metric space pX , dq, a routine
argument shows the existence of families satisfying both properties (Pi) and
(Pii). Indeed, for any δ ą 0 and x P X , all but countably many radii
r P p0, δq must satisfy
µepBBpx, rqq “ µety P X : dpx, yq “ ru “ 0.
Therefore, by compactness, X has a finite cover consisting of open balls
with radii less than δ and which are all continuity sets for µe. Now con-
sider the Borel partition generated by all these balls and their complements.
The cells of this partition are still continuity sets for µe and they all have
diameter less than 2δ.
Having chosen a familyP as above, we actually obtain two new formulae
for hmΣ pµq.
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Theorem B. Let pXG, µ, S, dq be a metric G-process and let P be any
family having properties (Pi) and (Pii) above. Then
hmΣ pµq “ sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
log covεpµi;P
Vni q : ε ą 0, P P P,
ni Ò 8 and µi
lde
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
“ sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
HµipP
Vni q : P P P,
ni Ò 8 and µi
lde
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
.
This is proved in Section 5. In the proof, we first show that the two right-
hand formulae agree if we fix a single partition P . This is the argument that
needs Theorem A. Then we complete the proof by showing that the first
of these formulae always agrees with hmΣ pµq. This second step is a fairly
routine exercise in regularity properties of Borel measures. We include both
formulae in the statement of Theorem B for completeness, but the second
is the main new innovation.
One could formulate and prove the obvious analog of this result for the
lower model-measure sofic entropy hmΣ pµq (see [1, Section 6]), but we leave
the details aside. In a different direction, a little more work should yield
a generalization of Theorem B to the case of a Polish space pX , dq using
similar arguments to [9], but we do not pursue this here either.
The second formula in Theorem B is useful because it makes available
some of the good computational properties of Shannon entropy, such as
additivity under products. The proof of Theorem C below is an example.
Previously, a valuable special case of Theorem B was already given in [6,
Theorem 4.1], where it was used to calculate the sofic entropies of certain
actions of algebraic origin. Another use of Shannon entropies to provide
lower bounds for covering numbers in this context appeared recently in [2].
In case X is a finite set, the best choice of P in either of the formulae in
Theorem B is the partition into singletons. From this choice we obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary B1. If X is finite, then
hmΣ pµq “ sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
log covεpµiq : ε ą 0,
ni Ò 8 and µi
lde
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
“ sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
Hpµiq : ni Ò 8 and µi
lde
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
.
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
The first of these formulae already appears in [1, Proposition 8.1].
Section 5 also includes examples showing that hypotheses (Pi) and (Pii)
onP are not superfluous in Theorem B.
Remark. Although a given partition P of X generates a factor of the G-
system pXG, µ, Sq, the expressions on the right in Theorem B are not sim-
ply the sofic entropy of that factor. Indeed, those expressions still depend
on the entire metric process pXG, µ, S, dq because of the requirement that
the measures satisfy µi
lde
ÝÑ µ. In the setting of non-amenable groups, it
is known that both sofic entropy and model-measure sofic entropy can in-
crease under factor maps, so the sofic entropy of a factor should not appear
inside a supremum such as either right-hand side in Theorem B. ⊳
1.3. The entropy of certain co-induced systems. Now let H be another
sofic group with a sofic approximation T “ pτnqně1, where
τn : H ÝÑ SympWnq.
Then the product group G ˆ H has a product sofic approximation Σ ˆ T
consisting of the Cartesian product maps
σn ˆ τn : GˆH ÝÑ SympVn ˆWnq : pg, hq ÞÑ σ
g
n ˆ τ
h
n .
If pX, µ, T q is a G-system, then the space pXH , µˆHq supports natural
commuting actions of G and H: G acts diagonally through copies of T ,
and H acts by coordinate left-translation. Together these define a measure-
preserving action of G ˆ H . It is called the co-induction of T to G ˆ H
and denoted by CIndGˆHG T . If pX, µ, T q is a G-process pX
G, µ, Sq, then
its co-induction is the pGˆHq-process pXGˆH , µˆH , Sq, where we use the
same letter S to denote the left coordinate-shift action on either of these
spaces. Co-induction can be defined more generally given any containment
of two discrete groups, but we do not discuss that generality here.
In Section 6 we apply Theorem B to deduce a general formula for the
behaviour of model-measure sofic entropy under co-induction of systems.
Theorem C. Let pXG, µ, S, dq be a metricG process and letP be a family
of finite Borel partitions of X having properties (Pi) and (Pii). Assume that
the sofic approximation T satisfies |Wn| ÝÑ 8 as n ÝÑ 8. Then
hmΣˆTpµ
ˆHq “ sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
HµipP
Vni q : P P P, ni Ò 8 and
µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
.
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This theorem gives a formula for the model-measure sofic entropy of
the co-induced system pXGˆH , µˆH, S, dq in terms of convergent measures
for the original system pXG, µ, S, dq. It looks very similar to the second
formula in Theorem B, but it has the important difference that LDE con-
vergence has been weakened to local weak˚ convergence on the right-hand
side.
The condition that |Wn| ÝÑ 8 is clearly not superfluous. Without it, we
could simply let H be the trivial group and let each Wn be a singleton, in
which case hmΣˆTpµ
ˆHq “ hmΣ pµq. This is certainly not always equal to the
right-hand side above, because of the difference between local weak˚ and
LDE convergence. Indeed, there may exist a sequence µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ even in
cases where hmΣ pµq “ ´8: see Example 4.6 below.
Theorem C is clarified by some important special cases. To discuss these,
let us write rhΣpµq for the right-hand formula in Theorem C.
First, if H is infinite, then any sofic approximation must have |Wn| ÝÑ
8. In that case, [1, Theorem E] has already shown another entropy equality
for the co-induced system: that hΣˆTpµ
ˆHq “ hmΣˆTpµ
ˆHq. So in this case
we obtain the following.
Corollary C1. If H is infinite, then
hΣˆTpµ
ˆHq “ hmΣˆTpµ
ˆHq “ rhΣpµq.

Secondly, one can let H be the trivial group, and so identify GˆH with
G. Then the maps τn in the sofic approximation T are also trivial, but the
finite sets Wn are arbitrary. Since we assume that |Wn| ÝÑ 8, this really
amounts to replacing Σ with a new, enlarged sofic approximation rΣ to G
defined by rσgn :“ σgn ˆ IdWn P SympVn ˆWnq.
Equivalently, rσn is a direct sum of several copies of σn, their number tend-
ing to 8 with n. In this case, Theorem C tells us that this enlargement
of the sofic approximation enables a new formula for model-measure sofic
entropy.
Corollary C2. In the situation described above, we have
hmrΣ pµq “ rhΣpµq.

An immediate consequence of either Corollary C1 or Corollary C2 is that
the quantity rhΣpµq is invariant under measure-theoretic isomorphisms of
processes. Its definition may therefore be extended unambiguously to any
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G-system pX, µ, T q by picking an arbitrary isomorphism from that system
to a metric G-process and picking a suitable family P. We write rhΣpµ, T q
for the quantity obtained this way.
However, this invariant of G-systems is often not new. If the metric G-
process pXG, µ, S, dq is weakly mixing, then local weak˚ convergence im-
plies LDE convergence [1, Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 5.15], and then rhΣpµq
does coincide with the second formula in Theorem B. This gives our third
special case of Theorem C.
Corollary C3. If pX, µ, T q is a weakly mixing G-system then
hmΣˆTpµ
ˆH ,CIndGˆHG T q “ h
m
Σ pµ, T q.
This is equal to hΣˆTpµ
ˆH ,CIndGˆHG T q in case H is infinite. 
I do not know whether Corollary C3 has a natural variant in case µ is
ergodic but not weakly mixing.
In light of Corollary C1, the quantity rhΣpµ, T q may be viewed as a kind
of ‘stabilized’ sofic entropy. We can obtain rhΣpµ, T q by choosing any other
infinite sofic group — Z, for example — and then using the sofic entropy
of the co-induced system `
XZ, µˆZ,CIndGˆZG T
˘
.
Alternatively, by Corollary C2, we may retain the group G but enlarge the
sofic approximation to rΣ. In particular, either approach gives a new formula
for hmΣ pµ, T q in case pX, µ, T q is weakly mixing, by Corollary C3. Much
like the relation to power-stabilized sofic entropy established in [1, Section
8], this gives a meaning to model-measure sofic entropy which does not re-
fer to any sequences of measures on model spaces. It is restricted to weakly
mixing G-systems, but avoids another problem with the results of [1, Sec-
tion 8]: those are presently known only for systems with finite generating
partitions.
1.4. Next steps. A few remaining open problems are scattered below. How-
ever, another problem which deserves mention here is to generalize any of
the results above to the relative setting: that is, so that they apply to a notion
of relative sofic entropy for a factor map pX, µ, T q ÝÑ pY, ν, Sq between
two G-systems.
2. BACKGROUND ON LDE CONVERGENCE AND MODEL-MEASURE
SOFIC ENTROPY
Aside from our new terminology for LDE convergence, our formalism
and notation essentially agree with those of [1]. This section simply recalls
the main definitions. More discussion can be found in that paper.
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Let G be a countable sofic group and let Σ “ pσnqn be a sofic approx-
imation to it, where σn : G ÝÑ SympVnq. Let pX
G, µ, S, dq be a metric
G-process. We endow each of the spaces X Vn with the compact product
topology, and more specifically with the Hamming average dpVnq of the
metric d, defined by
dpVnqpx,yq :“
1
|Vn|
ÿ
vPVn
dpxv, yvq.
Given x P X Vn and v P Vn, the pullback name of x at v is the element
Πσnv pxq “ pxσgnpvqqgPG P X
G.
The empirical distribution of x is
P σnx “
1
|Vn|
ÿ
vPVv
δΠσnv pxq P ProbpX
Gq.
If U is a weak˚ neighbourhood of µ in ProbpXGq, then the U-good mod-
els for µ over σn are the elements of the set
ΩpU, σnq “
 
x P X Vn : P σnx P U
(
.
The sofic entropy of µ rel Σ is the quantity
hΣpµq :“ sup
δą0
inf
U
lim sup
nÝÑ8
1
|Vn|
log covδ
`
ΩpU, σnq, d
pVnq
˘
,
where the infimum is over all weak˚ neighbourhoods U of µ, and
covδ
`
ΩpU, σnq, d
pVnq
˘
denotes the least number of δ-balls in the metric dpVnq needed to cover
ΩpU, σnq. See [1] for a comparison of this with older definitions of sofic
entropy.
Now suppose in addition that µn P ProbpX
Vnq for each n.
Definition 2.1. The sequence pµnqn locally weak
˚ converges to µ over Σ ifˇˇ 
v P Vn : pΠ
σn
v q˚µn P U
(ˇˇ
“ p1´ op1qq|Vn|
for every weak˚ neighbourhood U of µ. This is denoted by µn
lw˚
ÝÑ µ.
The next definition was the first main innovation of [1], but here it has its
new name.
Definition 2.2. The sequence pµnqn locally and empirically converges (or
‘LE-converges’) to µ over Σ if
i) µn
lw˚
ÝÑ µ, and also
ii) µnpΩpU, σnqq ÝÑ 1 for every weak
˚ neighbourhood U of µ.
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We denote this by µn
le
ÝÑ µ.
The sequence pµnqn locally and doubly empirically converges (or ‘LDE
converges’) to µ over Σ if µn ˆ µn
le
ÝÑ µ ˆ µ over Σ. We denote this by
µn
lde
ÝÑ µ.
Section 5 of [1] is devoted to these notions of convergence. In that paper,
LE-convergence is called ‘quenched convergence’, and LDE convergence
is called ‘doubly-quenched convergence’. This usage was motivated by the
use of the word ‘quenched’ in statistical physics: it indicates a property
that holds with high probability as some thermodynamic or other limit is
approached, rather than just on average. However, I now realize that my
previous terminology could create a serious conflict. In case G is a free
group, it is common and natural to produce sofic approximations to it ran-
domly (see, for instance, [4]). In this case, if we are to use ‘quenched’ as
in statistical physics, it should be applied to the random choice of sofic ap-
proximation, not to the choice of model given a fixed sofic approximation.
This is the why I have switched to the new names above for these modes of
convergence for the measures µn.
Finally, the model-measure sofic entropy of pXG, µ, S, dq rel Σ is the
quantity
hmΣ pµq “ sup
!
sup
δ,εą0
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
log covε,δpµi, d
pVni qq :
ni Ò 8 and µi
lde
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
,
where covε,δpµi, d
pVni qq denotes the least number of δ-balls in the metric
dpVni q needed to cover more than 1´ ε of the measure µi.
Model-measure sofic entropy is defined and studied in [1, Section 6]
(but beware that it also has a different notation: it is denoted by ‘h
dq
Σ pµq’
in [1]). According to [1, Theorem 6.4], it is an invariant of the process un-
der measure-theoretic isomorphism, so in particular it does not depend on
the choice of d, and can be defined unambiguously for any G-system.
3. A STABILITY RESULT FOR LDE CONVERGENCE
The new sequence of measures µn given by Theorem A is obtained by
conditioning: this is made explicit in the refined statement of Theorem 4.1
below. It is crucial for the proof that conditioning on sets which are not too
small cannot disrupt LDE convergence. We state and prove this as a separate
theorem since it has independent interest and may find other applications
elsewhere.
Fix a metric G-process pXG, µ, S, dq.
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Theorem 3.1 (Stability of LDE convergence under conditioning). Suppose
that µn
lde
ÝÑ µ, and let An Ď X
Vn be subsets which all satisfy µnpAnq ě a
for some a ą 0. Then also µnp ¨ |Anq
lde
ÝÑ µ.
The proof of this rests on the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a compact metrizable space and let ProbpXq be
the space of all Borel probability measures on it, endowed with the weak˚
topology. Let θ be a probability distribution on ProbpXq, and let µ be its
barycentre, meaning that
(1) µpAq “
ż
νpAq θpdνq @ Borel A Ď X.
Suppose in addition that
(2) µˆ µ “
ż
ν ˆ ν θpdνq.
Then θ is the point mass at µ.
Proof. If A Ď X is Borel, then (2) implies that
µpAq2 “
ż
νpAq2 θpdνq.
In combination with (1), this is possible only if νpAq “ µpAq for θ-a.e.
ν. Letting A run through a countable sequence which generates the Borel
σ-algebra of X , it follows that θptµuq “ 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let νn :“ µnp ¨ |Anq for each n.
Part 1: support on goodmodels. Our assumptions include that µn
le
ÝÑ µ,
so for any weak˚ neighbourhood U of µ in ProbpXGq we have
νnpΩpU, σnqq “
µnpΩpU, σnq X Anq
µnpAnq
ě
µnpAnq ´ µnpX
VnzΩpU, σnqq
µnpAnq
ě 1´
µnpX
VnzΩpU, σnqq
a
ÝÑ 1 as n ÝÑ 8.
So νn is asymptotically supported on good models for µ.
Using the full assumption that µn
lde
ÝÑ µ, we apply the same reasoning
to the measures µn ˆ µn and sets An ˆ An. It follows that νn ˆ νn is
asymptotically supported on good models for µˆ µ.
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Part 2: local weak˚ convergence. Next we show that νn
lw˚
ÝÑ µ. For
each v P Vn, let
νn,v :“ pΠ
σn
v q˚νn P ProbpX
Gq.
Let θn be the uniform distribution on this collection of elements ofProbpX
Gq:
that is,
θn :“
1
|Vn|
ÿ
vPVn
δνn,v P ProbpProbpX
Gqq.
The desired local weak˚ convergence asserts that
θnpUq “
|tv P Vn : νn,v P Uu|
|Vn|
ÝÑ 1 as n ÝÑ 8
for any weak˚ neighbourhood U of µ. This is equivalent to the convergence
θn
weak˚
ÝÑ δµ,
where this refers to convergence in the weak˚ topology ofProbpProbpXGqq.
That topology is compact, by Alaoglu’s theorem, so it suffices to prove
that δµ is the only subsequential weak
˚ limit of the sequence pθnqn. Let
θ “ limiÝÑ8 θni be any such subsequential limit. Since the formation of
product measures is continuous for the weak˚ topology, it follows thatż
ν ˆ ν θpdνq “ lim
iÝÑ8
ż
ν ˆ ν θnipdνq “ lim
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
ÿ
vPVni
νni,v ˆ νni,v.
The average inside this last limit may be re-arranged as
1
|Vni|
ÿ
vPVni
νni,v ˆ νni,v “
1
|Vni|
ÿ
vPVni
pΠ
σni
v q˚pνni ˆ νniq
“
ĳ
P σnpx,x1q νnipdxq νnipdx
1q.
However, Part 1 has shown that this last integral converges to µˆµ. There-
fore θ must satisfy ż
ν ˆ ν θpdνq “ µˆ µ,
and so θ “ δµ, by Lemma 3.2.
This shows that νn
lw˚
ÝÑ µ, and for local weak˚ convergence this implies
immediately that νn ˆ νn
lw˚
ÝÑ µˆ µ. 
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4. OBTAINING SEQUENCES WITH THE AEP
This section proves Theorem A and some related results. In fact we for-
mulate and prove a version which gives a slightly stronger conclusion and
which describes how the new measures are obtained.
For the statement, let pXG, µ, Sq, P , and pνnqn be as in the statement of
Theorem A, satisfying the properties (i) and (ii) listed there. We say that
a sequence µn P ProbpX
Vnq has the strong AEP rel P with rate h if for
every ε ą 0 we have
µn
´ď 
C P PVn : e´h|Vn|´ε|Vn| ă µnpCq ă e
´h|Vn|`ε|Vn|
(¯
“ 1
for all sufficiently large n.
Theorem 4.1 (Stronger version of Theorem A). There are measurable sets
An Ď X
Vn with νnpAnq ě e
´opnq such that the sequence of conditional
measures
µn :“ νnp ¨ |Anq
has properties (i) and (ii) and also has the strong AEP rel P with rate h.
We present the proof following a couple of preparatory lemmas. The first
justifies the use of diagonal arguments for LDE-convergent sequences of
measures.
Lemma 4.2 (Passing to a diagonal subsequence). Suppose µk,n P ProbpX
Vnq
for every k, n P N, and that µk,n
lde
ÝÑ µ as n ÝÑ 8 for every fixed k. Then
also µkn,n
lde
ÝÑ µ whenever the integer sequence k1 ď k2 ď . . . tends to 8
sufficiently slowly.
Proof. Let U1 Ě U2 Ě . . . be a basis of weak
˚ neighbourhoods around
µˆ µ. By assumption, for each k there exists Nk such thatˇˇ 
v P Vn : pΠ
σn
v q˚pµk,n ˆ µk,nq P Uk
(ˇˇ
ě p1´ 2´kq|Vn| @n ě Nk
and
pµk,n ˆ µk,nq
`
ΩpUk, σnq
˘
ě 1´ 2´k @n ě Nk.
Provided pknqn tends to 8 so slowly that n ě Nkn for all sufficiently large
n, these imply the LDE convergence of µkn,n. 
Secondly, we need to know that having the AEP with a given rate actu-
ally controls the Shannon entropy and covering numbers of a sequence of
measures. The following simple facts can be traced to arguments in [16].
The proof is standard, but we include it for completeness.
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Lemma 4.3. If pµnqn satisfies the AEP rel P with rate h, then also
1
|Vn|
log covεpµn;P
Vnq ÝÑ h as n ÝÑ 8
for all ε P p0, 1q, and
1
|Vn|
HµnpP
Vnq ÝÑ h as n ÝÑ 8.
Proof. For each n, let εn ą 0, let
Qn :“ tC P P
Vn : e´h|Vn|´εn|Vn| ă µnpCq ă e
´h|Vn|`εn|Vn|u,
and let An :“
Ť
Qn Ď X
Vn . By the AEP, if we choose εn tending to zero
sufficiently slowly, then these sets satisfy µnpAnq ÝÑ 1. We now assume
this.
Suppose that 0 ă ε ă 1. Then µnpAnq ą 1 ´ ε for all sufficiently large
n. Since the measures µnpCq for C P Qn must sum to at most 1, we have
|Qn| ď e
h|Vn|`εn|Vn| “ eh|Vn|`op|Vn|q,
and so covεpµn;P
Vnq ď eh|Vn|`op|Vn|q. On the other hand, consider any
P1 Ď P
Vn satisfying µnp
Ť
P1q ą 1 ´ ε, and choose some ε
1 P pε, 1q. If n
is sufficiently large, then we have
µn
´ď
pQn X P1q
¯
ą 1´ ε1 ą 0.
Since any cell in Qn X P1 has measure at most e
´h|Vn|`εn|Vn|, this implies
that
|P1| ě |Qn X P1| ą p1´ ε
1qeh|Vn|´εn|Vn| “ eh|Vn|´op|Vn|q
once n is sufficiently large. So in fact covεpµn;P
Vnq “ eh|Vn|`op|Vn|q.
Lastly, we may estimate HµnpP
Vnq by first conditioning on the coarser
partition into An and X
VnzAn:
HµnpP
Vnq “ HµnpAn,X
VnzAnq ` µnpAnqHµnp ¨ |AnqpP
Vnq
` p1´ µnpAnqqHµnp ¨ |XVn zAnqpP
Vnq.
All three right-hand terms are non-negative. The first is at most log 2, and
the last is at most
p1´ µnpAnqq ¨ log |P
Vn | “ p1´ µnpAnqq ¨ log |P| ¨ |Vn| “ op|Vn|q,
since µnpAnq ÝÑ 1. Finally, since the values µnpCq for C P Qn are all
equal to e´h|Vn|`op|Vn|q, a simple calculation gives
Hµnp ¨ |AnqpP
Vnq “ h|Vn| ` op|Vn|q.
Therefore the same asymptotic holds for HµnpP
Vnq. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let
Qa,n :“ tC P P
Vn : νnpCq ą e
´a|Vn|u.
for each n P N and any a ě 0. Clearly |Qa,n| ă e
a|Vn|, and so for any k P N
we must have
lim sup
nÝÑ8
νn
´ď
Qh´1{k,n
¯
ă 1,
for otherwise the subfamily Qh´1{k,n Ď P
Vn would violate assumption (ii)
in Theorem A. On the other hand, in order to compute covεpνn;P
Vnq, it
is most efficient to cover νn using cells of P
Vn in order of decreasing νn-
measure. So condition (ii) in Theorem A also implies that
νn
´ď
Qh`1{k,n
¯
ÝÑ 1 as n ÝÑ 8
for any k P N.
For each k P N, let
Ak,n :“
ď
Qh`1{k,n
Iď
Qh´1{k,n
and let µk,n :“ νnp ¨ |Ak,nq. The estimates above show that νnpAk,nq is
bounded away from 0 as n ÝÑ 8 for each k, so Theorem 3.1 shows that
we still have µk,n
lde
ÝÑ µ for each k. Given this, Lemma 4.2 provides a
sequence k1 ď k2 ď . . . growing slowly to8 so that µkn,n
lde
ÝÑ µ. Provided
that sequence grows slowly enough, we may also assume that νnpAkn,nq ě
e´opnq.
Letting An :“ Akn,n and µn :“ µkn,n, these are of the form asserted in
Theorem 4.1. Let us show that they have all the desired properties. We
have already deduced conclusion (i). For the rest, observe that any C P
Qh`1{kn,nzQh´1{kn,n satisfies
1
νnpAkn,nq
e´ph`1{knq|Vn| ă µnpCq ď
1
νnpAkn,nq
e´ph´1{knq|Vn|,
and that µnpCq “ 0 for any other C P P
Vn . Since νnpAkn,nq ě e
´opnq and
1{kn ÝÑ 0, this shows the strong AEP rel P with rate h. By Lemma 4.3,
this also implies conclusion (ii) of the theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 tells us how the new measures µn are obtained from νn in
Theorem A. This procedure has further consequences of its own. As an
illustration, let us show that we can actually obtain the AEP relative to a
whole family of partitions simultaneously. This requires one more prepara-
tory lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let P be a finite measurable partition of X and let h P r0,8q.
Let νn P ProbpX
Vnq for each n, and let Bn Ď An Ď X
Vn be such that
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i) νnpAnq ą 0 for all n and the conditional measures
νnp ¨ |Anq
have the strong AEP rel P with rate h, and
ii) νnpBnq ě e
´κnνnpAnq for some sequence κn “ opnq as n ÝÑ 8.
Then the conditional measures νnp ¨ |Bnq have the AEP (not necessarily
strong) rel P with rate h.
Proof. Let ε ą 0, and let
Qn :“
 
C P PVn : e´h|Vn|´ε|Vn| ă νnpC |Anq ă e
´h|Vn|`ε|Vn|
(
.
Assumption (i) gives that
νn
´ď
Qn
ˇˇˇ
An
¯
“ 1
for all sufficiently large n, so the same holds with Bn in place of An (this
is the point at which we need to assume the strong AEP). Also, since the
values νpC |Anq for C P Qn must sum to at most 1, we have |Qn| ă
eh|Vn|`ε|Vn| for every n.
If C P Qn, then
νnpC |Bnq “
νnpC XBnq
νnpBnq
ď eκnνnpC |Anq ă e
´h|Vn|`ε|Vn|`κn.
This is less than e´h|Vn|`2ε|Vn| for all sufficiently large n. Now let
Q1n :“
 
C P Qn : νnpC |Bnq ě e
´h|Vn|´2ε|Vn|
(
.
Then the definition of Q1n gives
νn
´ď
pQnzQ
1
nq
ˇˇˇ
Bn
¯
ď |Qn|e
´h|Vn|´2ε|Vn| ă e´ε|Vn| ÝÑ 0
as n ÝÑ 8. Since ε was arbitrary, the family Q1n witnesses the AEP of
νnp ¨ |Bnq rel P with rate h. 
Corollary 4.5. Let pXG, µ, S, dq be a metric G-process and let pPkqk be a
sequence of finite measurable partitions of X . Let hk P r0,8q for each k,
and let νn P ProbpX
Vnq be a sequence such that
i) νn
lde
ÝÑ µ, and
ii) for every k we have
1
|Vn|
log covεpνn;P
Vn
k q ÝÑ hk
as n ÝÑ 8 and then ε Ó 0.
Then there is another sequence µn P ProbpX
Vnq which has the same two
properties and which also has the AEP rel Pk with rate hk for every k.
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Proof. First, Theorem 4.1 gives a sequence of subsets A1,n Ď X
Vn with
νnpA1,nq ě e
´opnq and such that the conditional measures
µ1,n :“ νnp ¨ |A1,nq
satisfy properties (i) and (ii) and also the strong AEP rel P1 with rate h1.
Now we may apply Theorem 4.1 again, this time to the sequence µ1,n,
to find subsets A2,n Ď X
Vn with µ1,npA2,nq ě e
´opnq and such that the
conditional measures
µ2,n :“ µ1,np ¨ |A2,nq
satisfy properties (i) and (ii) and also the strong AEP rel P2 with rate h2. By
intersecting withA1,n if necessary, we may clearly also chooseA2,n Ď A1,n.
Continuing in this way, a recursion on k produces a doubly-indexed array
pAk,nqk,n such that the following hold:
a) For each n, we have
X
Vn Ě A1,n Ě A2,n Ě A3,n Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
all these sets have positive measure according to νn, and
νnpAk`1,nq ě e
´opnqνnpAk,nq as n ÝÑ 8
for each k.
b) For each k, the sequence of measures νnp ¨ |Ak,nq satisfies properties
(i) and (ii) and also the strong AEP rel Pk with rate hk.
Using these properties and Lemma 4.2, it follows that if we choose k1 ď
k2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ sufficiently slowly, then the sequence of sets Bn :“ Akn,n satisfies
(3) νnpBnq ě e
´opnqνnpAk,nq as n ÝÑ 8
for each fixed k, and also the sequence
µn :“ νnp ¨ |Bnq
LDE converges to µ. Now property (b) above, the bound (3), and Lemma 4.4
imply that pµnqně1 still satisfies the AEP rel Pk with rate hk for every k. Fi-
nally, property (ii) still holds for µn by Lemma 4.3. 
Before leaving this section, let us consider how the results above change
if the assumption of LDE convergence is weakened to local weak˚ conver-
gence.
This makes no difference for G-systems that are weakly mixing, for then
the two modes of convergence coincide [1, Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 5.15].
However, if pXG, µ, Sq is not even ergodic, then Theorem A has no analog
for local weak˚ convergence.
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Example 4.6. Let G be a sofic group with a finite generating set S “ S´1,
and let Σ “ pσnqně1 be a sofic approximation to G with the property that
the graphs
Gn “ tpv, σ
s
npvqq : v P Vn, s P Su Y tpσ
s
npvq, vq : v P Vn, s P Su
are an expander sequence. (This holds, for instance, for a ‘typical’ sofic
approximation to a non-amenable free group, or for a sequence of finite
quotients of a group with Kazhdan’s property (T): see [1, Example 5.9].)
This assumption has the consequence that, for any sequence of elements
xn P X
Vn , any weak˚ limit of the empirical measures P σnxn in Prob
SpXGq
must be ergodic.
Let X be a finite set with at least two elements, and let p, q P ProbpX q
be two probability distributions with Hppq ą Hpqq. Now let
µ :“
1
2
pˆG `
1
2
qˆG.
This is a mixture of two ergodic measures. Similarly, let
µn :“
1
2
pˆVn `
1
2
qˆVn .
It is easy to show that µn
lw˚
ÝÑ µ. However, this is not empirical conver-
gence. Indeed, once n is large, an element x P X Vn drawn at random
with distribution µn has empirical distribution P
σn
x which is probably ei-
ther close to pˆG or close to qˆG, each with probability about 1{2, but in
neither case is x a good model for the whole of the measure µ.
A simple calculation gives that
(4) log covεpµnq “ Hppq ¨ |Vn| ` op|Vn|q
for any ε P p0, 1{2q. This is because, in order to cover at least 1 ´ ε ą 1{2
of the measure µn, one must in particular cover a positive fraction of the
good models for pˆVn . All such good models have probability
exp
`
´ Hppq ¨ |Vn| ´ op|Vn|q
˘
according to µn, so such a covering requires
exp
`
Hppq ¨ |Vn| ` op|Vn|q
˘
points of X Vn .
However, now suppose that νn P ProbpX
Vnq is a sequence which satisfies
the AEP and has νn
lw˚
ÝÑ µ. By a simple adaptation of the proof of [1,
Corollary 5.7], it follows that, once n is large, νn is mostly supported on
good models for either pˆG or qˆG, each with probability about 1{2, just as
we saw above for the measure µn. But there are only at most
exp
`
Hpqq ¨ |Vn| ` op|Vn|q
˘
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good models for qˆG, so if pνnqn satisfies the AEP, then it must do so with
rate at most Hpqq. Since this is strictly less than Hppq, we cannot match the
exponential growth rate of the covering numbers in (4). ⊳
This leaves us with the following.
Question 4.7. Does Theorem A still hold if ‘
lde
ÝÑ’ is weakened to ‘
le
ÝÑ’? ⊳
5. ALTERNATIVE FORMULAE FOR MODEL-MEASURE SOFIC ENTROPY
5.1. Proof of the new formulae. This section proves Theorem B. First
we prove a preliminary result that relates the two right-hand formulae in
that theorem to each other. This is the point where we need Theorem A to
provide LDE-convergent sequences of measures which have the AEP.
Proposition 5.1. Let pXG, µ, S, dq be a metric G-process and let P be a
finite measurable partition of X . Then
sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
log covεpµi;P
Vni q : ε ą 0,
ni Ò 8 and µi
lde
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
“ sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni |
HµipP
Vni q : ni Ò 8 and µi
lde
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
.
Proof. Let h1 and h2 be the left- and right-hand sides here, respectively.
Step 1. Fix any sequences pσniqiě1 and pµiqiě1. For any i ě 1 andQ Ď
PVni , we may letA “
Ť
Q and then condition on the partition tA,X Vni zAu
to obtain
HµipP
Vni q “ HµipA,X
Vni zAq ` µipAqHµip ¨ |AqpP
Vni q
` p1´ µipAqqHµip ¨ |XVni zAqpP
Vni q
ď log 2` µipAq log |Q| ` p1´ µipAqq|Vni| log |P|.
Optimizing over collectionsQ for which µipAq ą 1´ ε, this gives
HµipP
Vni q ď log 2` log covεpµi;P
Vnq ` ε|Vni| log |P|.
Since ε may be made arbitrarily small, this gives h1 ě h2.
Step 2. Fix any sequences pσniqiě1 and pµiqiě1 and also ε ą 0. By pass-
ing to a further subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the quantities
1
|Vni|
log covεpµi;P
Vni q
actually converge to some h ě 0 as i ÝÑ 8, where this h is the limit
supremum for the original sequences.
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Now Theorem A provides a new sequence of measures νi which still
satisfy νi
lde
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1 and which also satisfy the AEP rel P with
rate h. Then Lemma 4.3 gives
1
|Vni |
HνipP
Vni q ÝÑ h,
so this shows that h1 ď h2. 
Proof of Theorem B. Proposition 5.1 gives the equality of the two right-
hand expressions. Calling their common value h, we need only show that it
equals hmΣ pµq.
Step 1. Let ε, δ ą 0, and let pσniqiě1 and pµiqiě1 be two sequences as in
the definition of hmΣ pµq. By property (Pi), there exists P P P all of whose
cells have diameter less than δ. Now any cell of PVni also has diameter less
than δ according to dpVni q, and therefore
covε,δpµi, d
pVni qq ď covεpµi;P
Vni q.
This shows that hmΣ pµq ď h.
Step 2. Fix the sequences pσniqiě1 and pµiqiě1 and also ε ą 0 and P P
P. By property (Pii), we have
µe
´ ď
CPP
intpCq
¯
“ 1,
where intpCq denotes the interior of C. Therefore there exist r ą 0 and
further open subsets GC Ď C for each C P P such that
dpx, x1q ą r whenever x P GC , x
1 P GC1 and C ‰ C
1,
and such that the open set
G :“
ď
CPP
GC
has µepGq ą 1´ ε
2{2. By the portmanteau theorem, it follows that the set
U :“
 
ν P ProbpXGq : νtx : xe P Gu ą 1´ ε
2{2
(
is a weak˚ neighbourhood of µ.
Next, observe thatż
|tv P Vni : xv P Gu|µipdxq “
ÿ
vPVni
µitx P X
Vni : xv P Gu
“
ÿ
vPVni
ppΠ
σni
v q˚µiqptx P X
G : xe P Guq
ą p1´ ε2{2q|tv P Vni : pΠ
σni
v q˚µi P Uu|.
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Since µi
lde
ÝÑ µ, we have in particular that µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ. Therefore the above
integral is greater than p1´ ε2q|Vni| for all sufficiently large i. By Markov’s
inequality, it follows that the sets
Zi :“
 
x P X Vni : |tv P Vni : xv P Gu| ą p1´ εq|Vni|
(
satisfy µipZiq ą 1´ ε for all sufficiently large i. Let
Qi :“ tD X Zi : D P P
Vniu.
Now suppose that δ ă εr and that x,y P Zi satisfy d
pVni qpx,yq ă δ. The
fact that x,y P Zi gives that
|tv P Vni : xv, yv P Gu| ą p1´ 2εq|Vni|.
Combining this with the fact that dpVni qpx,yq ă δ and Markov’s inequality,
we obtainˇˇ 
v P Vni : xv, yv lie in GC for the same C P P
(ˇˇ
ą p1´ 2ε´ δ{rq|Vni| ą p1´ 3εq|Vni|.
It follows that if x P F Ď Zi, and if F has diameter at most δ according to
dpVni q, then F can have nonempty intersection with at most
2Hp3ε,1´3εq|Vni | ¨ |P|3ε|Vni |
cells of Qi, since this is an upper bound on the number of elements of Qi
that agree with the cells containing xv for at least p1 ´ 3εq|Vni| vertices
v. (This is a standard bound on the cardinality of Hamming balls: see, for
instance, [7, Section 5.4].)
Finally, once i is large enough that we have µipZiq ą 1 ´ ε, the last
estimate implies that
log covε,δ{2pµi, d
pVni qq
ě logmin
 
k : DF1, . . . , Fk Ď Zi all having diameter ă δ
and such that µpF1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Fkq ą 1´ 2ε
(
ě log cov2εpµi;P
Vni q ´ Hp3ε, 1´ 3εq|Vni| ´ 3ε|Vni| log |P|.
Since we may choose ε arbitrarily small, this implies that hmΣ pµq ě h. 
Next let us see that Theorem B can fail if one does not assume both
properties (Pi) and (Pii). Without property (Pi), it is easy to see from the
proof that one could have h ă hmΣ pµq, where again h denotes the right-hand
side in the theorem. More interestingly, without property (Pii), the reverse
failure can occur.
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Example 5.2. Suppose that is X is an uncountable compact metric space
which has no isolated points, and let P consist of all finite Borel partitions
of X . Suppose also that hmΣ pµq ě 0: this simply asserts that there are some
subsequence ni Ò 8 and measures µi P ProbpX
Vni q which satisfy µi
lde
ÝÑ µ
over pσniqiě1. Let us show that in this case the right-hand formulae of
Theorem B are both equal to `8, irrespective of the exact value of hmΣ pµq.
By the Baire category theorem, any co-countable subset of X is dense.
Using this fact, for any k P N, a simple recursion produces a Borel partition
P “ pC1, . . . , Ck´1, Rq
in which C1, . . . , Ck´1 are all countable dense subsets of X , and the re-
mainder set R is also dense.
It follows that every cell of PVni is dense in X Vni for every i. Therefore
we can make a sequence of smaller and smaller perturbations νi of µi in
the weak˚ topologies so that, on the one hand, we still have νi
lde
ÝÑ µ; but,
on the other, each νi gives equal weight to every cell of P
Vni , and hence
HνipP
Vni q “ log k ¨ |Vni|. It follows that the second right-hand quantity in
Theorem B is greater than log k for every k P N, and so must be infinite.
Since Proposition 5.1 still applies, this is also true of the first right-hand
quantity. ⊳
5.2. Related results for local weak˚ convergence. Natural variants of
model-measure sofic entropy can be obtained by replacing LDE conver-
gence in the definition with other modes of convergence. The paper [1]
already includes a notion which uses only LE convergence; there it was
called ‘quenched model-measure sofic entropy’, and here we denote it by
hleΣ. Most of these variants probably have little value for ergodic theory, but
some may have an important auxiliary role in computing values of other,
existing entropy notions. For instance, the quantity rhΣpµq of Subsection 1.3
plays such a role through Theorem C.
Here we consider replacing LDE convergence with local weak˚ conver-
gence. We have already seen that Theorem A has no analog in that set-
ting. Some parts of the previous subsection do still work, but others fail. Of
course, problems appear only in case µ is not weakly mixing, since all these
modes of convergence coincide for weakly mixing processes.
In the proof of Proposition 5.1, Step 1 makes no reference to the specific
mode of convergence, so it still applies without change. On the other hand,
Step 2 relies on Theorem A, which is not available for local weak˚ conver-
gence in case µ is not weakly mixing, as seen in Example 4.6. So in the
case of local weak˚ convergence we obtain only an inequality.
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Proposition 5.3. Let pXG, µ, S, dq be a metric G-process and let P be a
finite measurable partition of X . Then
sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
log covεpµi;P
Vni q : ε ą 0,
ni Ò 8 and µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
ě sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni |
HµipP
Vni q : ni Ò 8 and µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
.

Similarly, the argument above for Theorem B uses only the convergence
µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ, not the full strength of the assumption that µi
lde
ÝÑ µ. So, together
with the above proposition, that proof can be re-applied for local weak˚
convergence. This gives a counterpart of Theorem B which again provides
only an inequality.
Theorem 5.4. Let pXG, µ, S, dq be a metric G-process and let P be any
family of finite Borel partitions of X having properties (Pi) and (Pii), as in
Theorem B. Then
sup
!
sup
ε,δą0
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
log covε,δpµi, d
pVniqq :
ni Ò 8 and µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
“ sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
log covεpµi;P
Vni q : ε ą 0, P P P,
ni Ò 8 and µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
ě sup
!
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
HµipP
Vni q : P P P,
ni Ò 8 and µi
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1
)
.

The last quantity in Theorem 5.4 is rhΣpµq again. The inequality can be
strict: Example 4.6 demonstrates this, too. By slightly adapting the proof
of [1, Theorem 6.4], it is not hard to show that the first two formulae above
give another quantity which is invariant under measure-theoretic isomor-
phism. We omit the details since I do not currently know of any applications
for this quantity. Moreover, I believe it can be related to existing invariants
as follows. For µi P ProbpX
Vni q, we write
P
σni
˚ µi P ProbpProbpX
Gqq
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for the pushforward of µi under the empirical-distribution map x ÞÑ P
σni
x .
According to [1, Lemma 5.6], any weak˚ limit θ of the sequence pP
σni
˚ µiqiě1
must be supported on ProbGpXGq and have barycentre equal to µ. Let us
pass to a subsequence so that in fact P
σni
˚ µi
weak˚
ÝÑ θ. Then it should follow
that the first two formulae of Theorem 5.4 are equal to the essential supre-
mum of hleΣpνq when ν is drawn from the distribution θ. In particular, if µ is
ergodic, then these two formulae simply compute hleΣpµq, as can be deduced
directly from [1, Corollary 5.7].
These facts would give a relative of some older work [20, 21] in infor-
mation theory which addresses the following situation. Let pX Z, µ, Sq be a
stationary source with a finite alphabet, and let µn be the marginal of µ on
X n for each n. If µ is not ergodic, then the AEP can fail (put another way:
the Shannon-McMillan theorem does not hold in its usual form), and the
KS-entropy need not be equal to the exponential growth-rate of the covering
numbers of the measures µn. In this case the KS-entropy is the average of
the KS-entropies of the ergodic components, whereas the growth of the cov-
ering numbers is governed by the full distribution of those entropy values
over the ergodic decomposition of µ. In particular, the exponential growth
rate of covεpµnq approaches the essential supremum of the KS-entropies of
the ergodic components as ε Ó 0. See also [22] for a generalization to pro-
cesses with arbitrary state spaces and a resulting non-ergodic generalization
of Krieger’s generator theorem; and [17] for some more analysis of the dis-
tribution of KS-entropies over ergodic components, with an application to
a source coding theorem.
5.3. Alternative approaches for general metric processes. In this paper,
families of partitions which satisfy properties (Pi) and (Pii) are simply a
convenient way to bring Shannon entropy and the AEP to bear when study-
ing processes with non-finite state spaces. Questions about the appropriate
‘entropy notion’ when faced with such general state spaces have a long
history in information theory. The traditional setting is shift-invariant mea-
sures on X Z for some standard measurable space X . In that case the classi-
cal Shannon–McMillan theorem becomes available upon suitably quantiz-
ing X , although one must be careful about taking limits in the right order.
See [8], for example, which also approaches quantization by starting with a
choice of suitable sequences of partitions.
I expect relatives of Theorem B can be found which do not start with
families satisfying (Pi) and (Pii). But two issues arise immediately: choos-
ing a suitable ‘metric’ notion of Shannon entropy; and making sense of the
AEP without reference to a particular partition.
To address the first issue, one could seek a reformulation of Theorem
B using an appropriate version of ‘epsilon Shannon entropy’ for a metric
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probability space pX, d, µq, such as the quantity
Hε,δpd, µq :“ inf
!
HµptU0, U1, . . . , Ukuq :
U0, . . . , Uk are a Borel partition of X ,
µpU0q ă ε and diampUi, dq ă δ @i “ 1, 2, . . . , k
)
for ε, δ ą 0. This still involves partitions of the metric space, but they are
hidden inside a natural ‘Shannon-like’ quantity which depends only on the
metric space itself.
Such quantities have their own place in information theory. In particu-
lar, [15, 14, 10] develop the basic properties of a quantity very similar to
Hε,δpd, µq, and involve some similar estimates to those in the present paper.
Vershik has also explored notions with this flavour in the setting of ergodic
theory: see, for instance, the end of Section 4 in [19] or [18, Section 6].
Some of those works do study behaviour under Cartesian products, but
I do not know of an established metric-space version of the AEP. In our
setting, one candidate is as follows. Given a compact metric space pX , dq,
a sequence µn P ProbpX
Vnq could satisfy the ‘metric AEP with rate h’ if
for every η ą 0 and every ε P p0, 1{2q there exists δ0 ą 0 such that
lim sup
nÝÑ8
ˇˇˇ
1
|Vn|
logmin
!
|F | : F Ď X Vn , µnpBδpF qq ą a
)
´ h
ˇˇˇ
ă η
for all δ P p0, δ0q and all a P pε, 1´εq, whereBδpF q is the δ-neighbourhood
of F according to the metric dpVnq. Informally, for any radius parameter δ
less than δ0, this asserts that it takes roughly expph|Vn|q balls of radius δ to
cover µn, whether one wishes to cover 5% or 95% of this measure.
In case X is finite, it is not hard to deduce the above property from the
usual AEP. However, I have not explored further how this metric definition
is related to the other problems of the present paper in the case of general
pX , dq. It is not clear to me that this approach gives any real advantage over
the more explicit use of partition-families that we have adopted above.
6. APPLICATION TO CO-INDUCED SYSTEMS
This section proves Theorem C. Fix a metricG-process pXG, µ, S, dq, so
that the co-induced system is the metric pGˆHq-process pXGˆH, µˆH , S, dq.
LetP be a collection of Borel partitions ofX having the two properties (Pi)
and (Pii) required by Theorem B.
In this section we use the following notation. If µ P ProbpXGq and
E Ď G, then µE denotes the marginal of µ on X
E: that is, the image
measure of µ under the coordinate projection map XG ÝÑ XE. Similarly,
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if µ P ProbpX V q for some finite set V and U Ď V , then µU denotes the
marginal of µ on X U .
As in Subsection 1.3, let us write rhΣpµq for the right-hand formula in
Theorem C. We must show that it equals hmΣˆTpµ
ˆHq. The proof is based
on Theorem B, together with two simple lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. If µn
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over Σ, then µˆWnn
lde
ÝÑ µˆH over Σˆ T.
Proof. Part 1. We first show that µˆWnn
lw˚
ÝÑ µˆH . Let E Ď G and F Ď H
both be finite. Once n is sufficiently large, most vertices w P Wn have the
property that the map h ÞÑ τhn pwq is injective on F . For such w, and any
v P Vn, a simple calculation gives`
pΠσnˆτnpv,wq q˚pµ
ˆWn
n q
˘
EˆF
“
`
ppΠσnv q˚µnqE
˘ˆF
.
Once n is sufficiently large, most v P Vn have the property that ppΠ
σn
v q˚µnqE
is close to µE in the weak
˚ topology, and hence the above measure is close
to µˆFE .
Part 2. IfH is infinite, then the shift action ofGˆH on pXGˆH , µˆHq
is weakly mixing. In this case local weak˚ convergence implies LDE con-
vergence [1, Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 5.15], so Part 1 completes the proof.
So now suppose that H is finite. In this case we must use the weaker
assumption that |Wn| ÝÑ 8 to complete the proof. There are many ways
to do this. Here we use a simple trick of enlarging H to the infinite grouprH :“ H ˆ Z without effectively changing the sofic approximation to H .
Indeed, since H is finite and T is a sofic approximation to it, the sets
Yn :“
 
w PWn : τ
g
npτ
h
n pwqq “ τ
gh
n pwq @g, h P H
and τhn pwq ‰ w @h P HzteHu
(
must satisfy |Yn| “ p1 ´ op1qq|Wn|. By the definition of these sets, the
restrictions h ÞÑ τhn |Yn define a genuine action of H on Yn for each n, and
these actions are all free.
Since H is finite but |Yn| ÝÑ 8, it follows that Yn must consist of a
disjoint union of free H-orbits, their number tending to8 with n. We may
therefore choose a sequence of permutations θn : Yn ÝÑ Yn such that each
θn commutes with theH-action on Yn and permutes theH-orbits cyclically.
Extending θn arbitrarily to a permutation ofWn, it follows that the maps
rτn : rH ÝÑ SympWnq : ph, kq ÞÑ τhn ˝ θkn
constitute a sofic approximation to rH. Let rT :“ prτnqně1.
Now Part 1 still applies with the new group rH and sofic approximationrT, giving that µˆWnn lw˚ÝÑ µˆ rH over Σˆ rT. Since rH is infinite, this implies
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that also µˆWnn
lde
ÝÑ µˆ
rH over Σˆ rT, as explained above. Finally, applying
the coordinate projection map XGˆ
rH ÝÑ XGˆH to µˆ rH and to the em-
pirical measures of models chosen randomly from µˆWn , this implies that
µˆWn
lde
ÝÑ µˆH over Σˆ T. 
Remark. Recalling the definitions of LDE convergence and of the weak˚
topology on measures, Part 2 of the previous proof is equivalent to proving
that
pµˆWnn ˆµ
ˆWn
n q
!
px,yq :
ˇˇˇ ż
f dP σnˆτnpx,yq ´
ż
f dpµˆH ˆµˆHq
ˇˇˇ
ă ε
)
ÝÑ 1
as n ÝÑ 8 for any f P CpXGˆH ˆXGˆHq and any ε ą 0. Rather than us-
ing the trick above to reduce to the case of infiniteH , it is also easy to prove
this directly, just a little messier. First, by the Stone–Weierstrass theorem,
it suffices to assume that f depends on only finitely many coordinates in
XGˆH ˆ XGˆH . Having done so, the integral
ş
f dP σnˆτnpx,yq may be written
as an average over VnˆWn of quantities that depend only on local ‘patches’
of the models x and y. Using the product structure of µˆWnn , one deduces
that most pairs of terms in this average are independent once n is large.
Then a simple appeal to Chebychev’s inequality gives the convergence in
probability asserted above, much as in standard proofs of the weak law of
large numbers. ⊳
Lemma 6.2. If νn
lde
ÝÑ µˆH over Σ ˆ T, then there are subsets Zn Ď Wn
such that
|Zn| “ p1´ op1qq|Wn|
and such that, for any selection of a sequence of vertices wn P Zn, we have
pνnqVnˆtwnu
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over Σ.
Proof. Let U1 Ě U2 Ě . . . be a neighbourhood base for the weak
˚ topology
around µ P ProbpXGq. Let eH be the identity of H , and let us commit
the slight abuse of identifying measures on XGˆteHu and on XG. Since
νn
lde
ÝÑ µˆH , we haveˇˇ 
pv, wq P Vn ˆWn : ppΠ
σnˆτn
pv,wq q˚νnqGˆteHu P Uk
(ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ 
pv, wq P Vn ˆWn : pΠ
σn
v q˚ppνnqVnˆtwuq P Uk
(ˇˇ
“
ÿ
wPWn
ˇˇ 
v P Vn : pΠ
σn
v q˚ppνnqVnˆtwuq P Uk
(ˇˇ
u
“ p1´ op1qq|Vn ˆWn|
for every k ě 1. Therefore, by Markov’s inequality, if we choose k1 ď
k2 ď . . . growing to 8 sufficiently slowly and also εn Ó 0 sufficiently
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slowly, then the sets
Zn :“
!
w PWn :
ˇˇ 
v P Vn : pΠ
σn
v q˚ppνnqVnˆtwuq P Ukn
(ˇˇ
ą p1´εnq|Vn|
)
satisfy |Zn| “ p1´ op1qq|Wn|. 
Proof of Theorem C. Part 1. LetP P P, let ni Ò 8, and let µi P ProbpX
Vni q
be a sequence which locally weak˚ converges to µ over pσniqiě1.
By Lemma 6.1, it also holds that µˆWni
lde
ÝÑ µˆH over pσni ˆ τniqiě1. On
the other hand, the additivity of Shannon entropy gives
(5)
1
|Vni|
HµipP
Vni q “
1
|Vni ˆWni |
H
µ
ˆWni
i
pPVniˆWni q.
Taking the limit supremum as i ÝÑ 8, the second formula from Theorem
B turns this equality into
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
HµipP
Vni q ď hmΣˆTpµ
ˆHq.
Now taking the supremum over all such choices of P P P, pniqiě1, and
pµiqiě1, this becomes rhΣpµq ď hmΣˆTpµˆHq.
Part 2. Let P P P, let ni Ò 8, and let νi P ProbpX
VniˆWni q be a
sequence which LDE converges to µˆH over pσni ˆ τniqiě1.
Let Zi Ď Wni be a sequence of subsets as provided by Lemma 6.2. For
any selection of a sequence of vertices wi P Zi, we have
pνiqVniˆtwiu
lw˚
ÝÑ µ over pσniqiě1,
and therefore
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
HpνiqVniˆtwiu
pPVni q ď rhΣpµq,
by the definition of rhΣpµq. Since we can choose the elements wi P Zi to
maximize the Shannon entropies appearing on the left-hand side here, we
must actually have
(6) lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni|
max
wPZi
HpνiqVniˆtwu
pPVni q ď rhΣpµq.
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Now subadditivity and standard bounds for Shannon entropy give
HνipP
VniˆWni q
ď
ÿ
wPWni
HpνiqVniˆtwu
pPVni q
ď
ÿ
wPZi
HpνiqVniˆtwu
pPVni q ` |WnizZi| ¨ |Vni| ¨ log |P|
ď |Wni| ¨ max
wPZni
HpνiqVniˆtwu
pPVni q ` op|Vni ˆWni|q ¨ log |P|,
and so (6) gives
lim sup
iÝÑ8
1
|Vni ˆWni |
HνipP
VniˆWni q ď rhΣpµq.
Taking the supremum over all choices of P P P, pniqiě1, and pνiqiě1,
one final appeal to the second formula in Theorem B gives hmΣˆTpµ
ˆHq ďrhΣpµq. 
Through its appeals to the second formula in Theorem B, the proof above
rests crucially on the use of measures µi or νi that have the AEP. This is
what allows us to compute the sofic entropies using HµipP
Vni q in place of
covεpµi;P
Vni q, and so gives us access to the additivity in (5). Covering
numbers of more general measures need not behave so well under high-
dimensional Cartesian products.
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